
9/20/75 

Mr. Art Kevin 
10858 Fruitlnnd Drive 
Studio City, Ca. 91604 
Dear Art, 

Theis an unusual request: that you do your customary good job on developing a story anc eithor not uao it or use onlo pert of it. I'll explain why. The ripoff seaeoa is if full awing eosin I won't go into all of it but if we had facilities or if he had time Loser would have filed suits loin e before this. Our inability may encograge sore. It is one of the costs a poverty and over commitment. A three-part aeries began in the WeStar yestereay, with the editors of the New Republic and Tad Szulc. Jim phoned me about it. He and the Naticnal Enquirer, to which I have sold ancillary rights to parts of Poet Nortem, will be eetting me copies as this apgears in the Star. I've not had such time to think about this but I rather suspect their, may be soma eyudication. 
Fram,what *lie told me, all I know, the first part is a probably legal ripoff of the last two trenscripte I brought out of suppression plus a duplicating effort to get those I've filed suit for plus the leak of some of what I have under appeal at the CIA and 	the Archives, CIA or both. 
When I NRIThot on gut stuff before there have been these leaks. I have a case in Post Mortar. In confieence until printing, it was where they used r'red Graham, then of the NITimes, to angle a story the way they wanted on what they forced on him after denying it to me. It came out as a viciously antieRFit story. This stuff deals with Oswald as an agent. There is from my recea tiork,eople reason to believe that there is internecine warfare between the FbI _Ad CIA on this, I was able to figure out and have already written l'esar who filed t e suit a eemo indicating .shat has to be in what I's suing for. i I never sue withlUhstantial reason to believe I know the answers I should get.) 
Since sexte April or early hay CIA and Archives have been stonewalling me. MY requests have been proper and explicit and just not responded to an required by the law. le.hether technically they have not violated the law I dontt know but in fact both agencies have on this.) Now suddenly a non-expert, Ssulo, has some of this stuff, including knowledge of contents denied me, the part I'd figured out aocurately. In addition, so you can better understand what I have in mind. Jim add I have already partly demanded of courts restitution of costs and we plan to do this more when we can. The amended law makes this legally possible, specifically, and the earlier state of ny research, ender the old law, aa of four or five years amp, provided a basis. In addition to this, I had made offers to the New Republie'e new owner in January on the ttanecript he is now using and I had made demands for rectification of a defa- mation of we based over the second teanseriot in a letter of May 2. So, taro is less than innocence in the joint use by both of both transcripts without mention of me or how they were brought out of suppression. this may be without legal :significance but the ethics and morals ought be apparent. 
Now what I want to do is try to establish how this all came about at just this time. I have saee of the Nosenko stuff in tide book. I has more but edeted it out and plan to use it in the available space in the apeendix after the index is done and lets me know this space I have for it. My reasons for wanting to know how this all oame about and at this earticular time have to do with establishing that those same finks instde the government are working against me and improperly. It is improper for them to leak what i have gone after theough the Archives. It is hound to respect my scholarly rights and not to release or feed to others what I am working on. What I have in mind is your calling Szulo or the New Republic and asking for the series for use as a newscast or a series of them. You may find this is justified. 



Read the series straight, as though you were realOy going to do a piece or a 
series on it. But also read it with an eye towaed an independent assessment separate 
from any you Jaight get from me on who could have fed what to him, how he could have 
gotten onto it, etc. One thing I'd like to know is could it be a natural outgrowth 
of following up on these transcripts I got and released. 

After you have digested the eerie° thoroughly, I'd like you than to call Szulc 
(pronounced Schultz) and cater to his ego as much as you can without gagging or turning 
him ofi on how a great inveatigative reporter goes about developing this kind of groat 
stuff. One of the important things to learn is not the names of his ooureeg, which he 
would never give, but the fact of them and if possible a general indication of hew 
he was able to get such people to trust him and not to disclose who they are etc. 
My purpose really is to establish the fact that he was fed, that ho was put onto 
all of this so it would be uses in a special way or all the ways it could be used. 

In order that you be able to do this with all the independence posuible I'm eakiag 
no suggestions. 

The kind of natural questions are the ones to be asked. "'Ike how long did all this 
take you? ihen did you start and what were your initial cluee?teithout beginning with 
chat I'd gotten already, not only these two transcripts, he has have done a pretty 
fair amount of work. Be might have gotten this start ienocently or might not have. 
Maybe we can learn. 

It can be helpful and in the end it- could make a great story as part of a book 
I have had partly written for years and have longed to return to niece filing the 
first* of the suits neceeeary to it. The lest, I hope, is filed. 

The coincidence of his getting on to this only when I file the second kuit nnd 
got what would have been the cause of an earlier suit when the government opted to 
give it to me as an alternative to suit - or after two and a half suits, cc to speak, 
is pretty remarkable. That these have Seen intrusions into our mail Leaar and I have 
had reason to believe for souse time. This follows upon my writing an explanation to 
Jim of what part of what we'xe suing for has to deal with - and when it is not known 
lot sotebody gave it to 5zulc. Specifically, whet is hidden and elassifind TOP 
SECRWT and what I'd figured out and written Jim about long enough ago so that it 
could have been the cause of turning 5zulo on it' intercepted and fed to him. 

1 hope you can find the tine to spend aome time on thin cud to ask the }canoe  of 
questions that might develop a real record. That you are a radlo reporter of course 
is all the reason you need for taping, so please tape and lot him know you may want 
to use eecerpts if you do a series. You nay want to anyway, coaeer or later. if and 
when. you do, please take all the tiwe possible, letting him talk, leading him to 
boast and blob (You know in him career he has to belie developed cone fine sources) 
and tell you exactly how great an investigative reporter he in. And how be does i 
all thin spectacular von; nobody else can do. Etc.otc.ete. 

bee: any suggestions? 


